
Welcome to INFINITY GARDENS, a celebration and exploration of the infinite cycles of nature, culture, technology 
and innovation. The garden elements are an integrated series of infinite experiences:  
  
The INFINITY PLAZA is the grand arrival space. A landmark digital spire greets guests with stories of innovation as 
they begin their transformative journey through the garden. 
 
The INFINITE LOOP  is a serpentine trail that links all elements of the site and symbolizes the infinite 
connections and cycles of nature, culture, technology, and innovation. 
  
The INFINITY TOWER is the iconic centerpiece of the site and integrates vertical gardens, a solar skin, viewing 
terraces, observatory platform, museum, restaurant, retail, and theater. Rising 200’, the net zero tower will be 
solar powered, and integrates  gardens and lighting that will provide an  array of spectacular and subtle effects for 
all occasions. 
  
The INNOVATION MUSEUM celebrates innovation in all aspects of nature, technology, and culture. The exhibits 
and symposium theater set up a memorable guest experience linking past, present, and future stories of 
innovations.  The museum gift shop and infinity Café can be sponsored to broaden the experiences within the site 
and add a revenue stream for the operators. 
  
The TIMELESS BRIDGE connects the past, present, and future of innovation through stories and exhibits, with a 
range of viewing and exhibit areas. 
  
The INFINITE LANDSCAPE embraces all site features and celebrates the beauty, biodiversity, harmony, and infinite 
cycles of the native landscape and ecology. Plazas, amphitheater, markets, and native plants will combine to create 
a diverse range of enduring spaces for any type of activity. The Amphitheater is a social center for seasonal events 
and performances linking the local community to the world. 
  
INFINITE NET ZERO All site features will be net zero.  
The vertical solar skin of the tower provides energy for the site and building, museum and café,  providing natural 
air ventilation. The Amphitheater will retain harvested rain water to irrigate the site.  The upper garden integrates 
a green roof, naturally cooling the museum and its spaces.     
  
SPONSORSHIP and REVENUE GENERATION can supply short- and long-term finances for the project, providing for 
construction, maintenance, and programming, insuring the long-term sustainability of the project.    
  
INFINITE SPIRIT  Our goal is to inspire future generations to explore the world of innovation in all aspects of our 
lives. The infinite experiences of the iconic site will inform, educate, entertain, and illuminate the potential of 
innovation to advance humanity in the world’s epicenter of innovation.   
  
 


